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Abstract: The success of the Russian Federation in Ukraine and the annexation of Crimea attest to the fact that the hybrid warfare constitutes
an effective tool for achieving political objectives. This article evaluates
the nature of hybrid warfare based on theoretical publications on the art
of war and doctrinal documents of the Russian Federation, and characterizes the practical dimensions of hybrid warfare. It can be concluded on
that basis that hybrid warfare and organized crime constitute real threats
to European safety and security. International organizations such as
NATO and the European Union so far have not drawn up neither the
strategy nor effective tools for countering these phenomena.
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Introduction
In 2014, the Russian Federation conducted two separate phases of operations
in Ukraine. Despite substantial differences in the objectives of and methods
used within the operations, it is worth noting that their natures have much in
common. Both operations were planned and conducted in accordance with the
doctrine followed by Gerasimov and on the basis of the concept hybrid warfare. The successes achieved indicate that hybrid war is an effective tool that
enables the Russian Federation to realize its strategy and achieve its national
goals. On the other hand, it should be recognized that, in breaching the territorial integrity of Ukraine during annexation of Crimea, international law was violated. Nonetheless, Russia was able to reach its goals by using hybrid tactics
and without issuing an explicit declaration of war, and exerts pressure with
regular army sub-units stationed along the border with Ukraine. This proves its
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determination to use armed force when non-military measures fail.1 Through
its actions, Russia gives rise to concerns among neighboring countries who have
issued official notice of the use of hybrid warfare against them.2 Moreover,
Russia is attempting to give its geostrategic position and autocratic, centralized
regime superpower status. Its approach to large-scale conflict involves coordinated diplomatic, informative, cybernetic, economic and military operations,
and the core of its strategy aims at impacting on the center of gravity of an adversary in all possible dimensions, while maintaining self-protection.3 In western publications the model of planned aggregate impact in various spheres is
often referred to as “unconventional or political war.” 4 Large-scale destabilization of neighborhoods, multiplicity of ambiguous, masked threats and tough,
unambiguous aggression not only have a negative influence on regional security, but also cause internal divisions within international organizations.5
This article aims to assess the hybrid threats to European security. The article presents the results of research developed by exploring the following issues: 1) How is the concept of hybrid warfare expressed and what role does organized crime play in hybrid warfare? 2) What kind of challenges and threats
does hybrid warfare pose for NATO and the EU and what is the reaction of
these organizations to it?

Hybrid Warfare in Theory and Practice
Hybrid warfare as a particular combination of conventional and irregular operations has been known for centuries. Since ancient times, one of the main aspects of military warfare has been correctly recognizing the current situation
and adapting one’s conduct accordingly.6 It is unavoidable that, while the nature of war is unchangeable, the methods of warfare as well as the methods of
winning have undergone some transformation to certain extent.7 Modern
armed forces must face up to new challenges, risks and threats, including
asymmetric ones. Hybrid operations can be a combination of select forms of
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symmetric 8 and asymmetric wars 9 in which the sides involved conduct classical
military operations and make firm attempts to take control of the local people
in the combat area, while simultaneously ensuring security and stability.10
Frank Hoffman claims that the characteristics of hybrid wars are frequent
terrorist acts and various forms of criminal activity.11 He defines hybrid warfare
as involving an adversary who simultaneously and adaptively uses an integrated combination of conventional weapon and irregular tactics, terrorism
and criminal elements in the arena of war in order to reach political goals. 12
The definition above indicates two types of actors: state and non-state ones,
applying a broad range of models of war, although it should be understood that
many of these models are applied simultaneously. Hoffman accords significant
importance to the role of organized crime in the hybrid warfare. The existence
of a large number of objects makes coordinating these operations challenging.
It is not clear whether the war model is attached to one object or whether all
objects are associated with one model. Is a structural or an operational model
more important? Certainly, simultaneity of action does indeed matter. In turn,
it is not clear whether criminal actors are the participants or the source of financing. The definition completely loses its meaning in the case of operations
that do not involve violations. It does not refer to the use of diplomatic, economic, or financial instruments, subversive operations, non-governmental organizations, information operations, the use of false portals and internet addresses (trolls) or newspapers and radio and television stations. Nathan Freier,
John McCuen, and Helmut Habermayer propose similar definitions. The core of
these definitions can be boiled down to the possibility of the simultaneous and
effective deployment of various forms of warfare.13 NATO proposes a very general definition of hybrid threats, suggesting that these stand out by virtue of
their multidimensional character. However, it says nothing about organized
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crime. Hybrid threats are threats that involve the possibility of simultaneous
and adaptive application of conventional and unconventional measures in order to reach the objectives intended.14 The concept of counteraction against
hybrid threats made against NATO requires a complex approach promoting the
coordinated deployment of all available Allied resources, i.e. diplomatic, economic, intelligence resources, etc.
New options of waging war and resolving crisis situations are given in the
2010 Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation and they tend to refer to the
characteristics of present-day conflicts. The doctrine hints at the integrated use
of military and non-military instruments alongside their resources. It highlights
the cosmic and informative dimensions. It assumes that the information war
allows political objectives to be reached without the use of armed force or that
it can shape the conditions for the use of armed force.15 In the 2014 Russian
doctrine on asymmetrical operational methods, it was revealed that the doctrine allows an adversary’s advantage to be eliminated, in a conflict situation,
by the participation of irregular subdivisions of the armed forces and private
military companies.16 The use of political and social powers, providing management and finances from outside,17 was stressed as an important factor. The
changes in view of Russian strategists in terms of conducting war are reflected
in the articles and public speeches written and given by the Chief of General
Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, General Gerasimov. In
February 2013, he wrote that, in the twenty-first century, it is possible to observe the blurring of borders between war and peace in terms of the classical
understanding of these notions. From this perspective, one should recognize
that various operations pursued by the Russian Federation in the diplomatic,
economic, and military realms, as well as in terms of subversive operations and
the organized crime which takes place in Baltic States, Black Sea, and Mediterranean region, should be interpreted as an element of a campaign that has
been implemented for a long time and that is only broadly defined.18
Leszek Sykulski highlights that sabotage groups taking part in operations
cannot possess any identification markers and that their members cannot be
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treated as members of an armed force under international law. A situation of
this nature enables the initiating state to distance itself, officially speaking,
from these types of operations when events spin out of control.19 War is not
declared, but merely starts with obscure, unpredictable events (no well-known
schemas). On the basis of the color revolution as experienced in North Africa
and the Near East, he argues that within a period of a few months or even days,
a well-functioning state can be subject to immense upheaval, experience humanitarian catastrophe, or even fall into civil war as a result of armed conflict
and foreign intervention.20 The above-mentioned concept leads one to the conclusion that Russia is able to overthrow and destroy for example Baltic States
without direct large-scale military intervention.
Gerasimov states that the significance of non-military measures is fluid and
their effectiveness, in many cases, surpasses the use of regular weapons. Moscow does not have to bring its military units onto a state’s territory in the event
of what it dubs civil war. It can, however, use substitute methods. One of these
may be armed combat, e.g. by the special forces, which can defend the interests of Russian citizens in the territory of one of the countries of Russian impact. It can also finance organizations that are involved in the conflict and act in
the name of Russia. These actions can attempt to create a permanent threat
and long-lasting weaknesses, through organized crime for instance, in countries
of low economic potential. Consequently, Russia may also encourage minorities
to take further steps in playing legally a larger role within the state, or even encourage and support separatists to create illegally an independent, separate
state, such as those appearing in Ukraine. In this way, the Russian Federation
could influence nations, discourage them from joining NATO and the European
Union, and conversely, lay down conditions for integration into Russia and the
Eurasian Union.21
Gerasimov pays a lot of attention to conducting special operations against
internal opposition in order to create a continuously acting front across the entire hostile state, supported by information operations. Regular armed forces
can be used under the cover of peace operations in a specific stage of conflict
only, and only then for the achievement of an ultimate victory. Gerasimov sees
the role and significance of political, diplomatic, economic and other impact
factors, with the assistance of organized crime, including, for example, those of
a secret nature, as well as the use of international non-state organizations, as
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the ways in which to reach political and military objectives.22 Gerasimov has
dubbed future wars as new generation wars or non-linear wars in which the
right of the other would be applicable. Military operations would start in
peacetime with small units and with the application of aggression below the
level of all-out war. New generation wars will involve non-contact clashes between accurately maneuvered hybrid units and precise strikes on the military
and civil infrastructure aimed at defeating the armed forces of the adversary
and weakening its economic power.23
The actions of the Russian Federation present a great challenge for NATO
because the Russian approach to the conflict undoubtedly includes measures of
a political, diplomatic, economic, and non-linear nature, without the use of
force, so that hybrid operations and organized crime are conducted below the
level of a declared war. With regard to Russian involvement in Ukraine, one
theory should be that plans assume the use of armed force and large groups of
armies at the borders with Ukraine.24 If so, from a Moscow standpoint, the fiasco of a non-military, non-linear hybrid campaign in the strategic interest
would be followed by a sudden escalation of the conflict through the use of
armed force and the option of shifting the conflict from a non-military to a military stage of the conflict. Conflict escalation by the large-scale use of armed
force will prove that Moscow is ready for warfare with the West. For NATO it
will constitute a great challenge because the more instable and volatile the security environment, the greater, according to Gerasimov’s pronouncements,
the reaction time between taking political-diplomatic measures and taking military measures.25 Russia also has the capacity to coordinate military and nonmilitary operations across a wide spectrum of potential crisis situations. It allows for a combination of the autocratic system of power and a specialized
process of decision making and thus improves the civil-military command and
control system. Large-scale exercises indicate that the Russian command and
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control system allows the country to reach the ability to simultaneously direct
and control large military operations, and some small ones, within a short
space of time.26 Events in Ukraine also suggest that the Russian approach to
armed conflict include preparation for intimidation by leveraging its nuclear
capabilities and treating them as cover, as well as protecting subdued territory
through non-military and military operations. In the light of the arguments citied above it is obvious that, according to the concepts put forward by the military leaders of the Russian Federation, it is to be expected that operations will
occur with the use of non-military measures, i.e. diplomatic, political, economic, and informational ones, in connection with military measures, i.e. kinetic, non-kinetic, conventional militaries, special militaries, paramilitary
forces, non-nuclear weapons (conventional precision-guided missiles) and nuclear weapons.27
Coordinated and synchronized Russian operations involving the application
of many different instruments create strategic ambiguity. Russia uses complex,
multidimensional impact factors to deliberately send the wrong signals and
mask its real intentions, confound adversaries, impede decision-making processes and make their response ineffective. Resorting to non-linear and asymmetric operations can escalate ambiguities, distort the chronology of operational order as known and may cause many difficulties in recognizing the pattern of aggression. Consequently, post factum (after a couple of years) one may
discern that pressure was intentionally applied, e.g. that diplomatic pressure,
pressure in terms of energy supply, the deployment of organized crime elements or encouragement of ethnic divisions were part of a long-standing campaign. Observation of the conflict in the Ukraine indicates that the presence of
“green men” does not denote the beginning of a conflict in the slightest: rather, it is more of an indicator of the end of the first stage that is usually of a
military nature. According to assessments of Gerasimov’s doctrine it denotes a
violent escalation in which the dominating player can apply regular force.28
Russian operations in Ukraine unambiguously indicate that the security environment in Europe has become unpredictable. The aim of Russian hybrid impact and organized crime is to pressurize and destabilize neighboring countries
without needing to seize the territory. Combining and synchronizing camouflaged military operations lead to the surprise effect and hinder an adequate
reaction, especially for international organizations operating on the premise
that a consensus must be reached. Hybrid warfare is unpredictable because it is
simple and cheap for the external aggressor, but has expensive and negative
effects for the defending parties.29 Blackmail in terms of the use of nuclear
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weapons by the Russian Federation (annexation of the Crimea) as well as the
application of militaries as a large-scale, conventional weapon, and creating
frozen conflicts (eastern Ukraine) along with organized crime, present a substantial challenge to the security of the Euro-Atlantic area. Preventative operations are essential to nip large-scale crises in the bud. The division of roles between the target state, states on the western borders of the Union and other
allies, as well as between NATO, EU and the UN, should be clearly marked
out.30

NATO in the Face of Hybrid Threats
Taking into consideration the arguments mentioned above, there can be no
doubt of the importance of the issue of hybrid warfare and organized crime for
the international community, regardless of whether the tactics applied are old
or new. The momentum and scale of military operations conducted by the Russian Federation are deliberately restricted and maintained at an ambiguous
level: namely, the level below regular, open war.31 The aim of subliminal
aggression lies in achieving goals, with ambiguity creating difficulties in reaching a decisive consensus within international security organizations. NATO has
many difficulties in a response because the level of aggression is kept mounting
below that of the criteria for classical threats and the response must be coordinated, including non-military institutions. In the aspect of the military operation that was held in the Crimea and that was not an armed aggression but a
new form of operational warfare it is possible to raise a question: are the current NATO legal provisions and available reaction instruments adequate to the
requirements of the contemporary warfares called by Gerasimov the warfares
of a new generation? Jānis Bērziņš questions the relevance of Article 5 in a situation lacking an armed attack. He wonders what NATO would do if Russia defended the rights of Russian-speaking minorities residing in Baltic States with
other methods and referred to democratic law for self-determination as evidenced in Kosovo or in Crimea. How should one respond to a situation of this
nature: politically or militarily? He subsequently argues that NATO armed
forces would probably be inclined to fight, but that it is highly likely that this
would be blocked by politicians.32 There is much concern as to whether armed
forces possess the capabilities needed to withstand new forms of hybrid opera30
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tions and organized crime and as to the application of non-kinetic forms of
fighting: it would probably be difficult to reach a consensus on this matter. 33
Undoubtedly, breaches of the applicable provisions of international law and the
existence of legal doubts as to the relevance of Article 5 on the part of NATO
will have serious implications for the strategies of nations on the eastern flank.
The more often that Baltic States are subject to the Russian campaign of strategic communication including information, psychological operations, operational misleading etc., the more these implications will increase. These states
should not wait until NATO begins to act: rather, they should change their national security strategies to be able to respond to the hybrid threat in the best
way, and seek to reduce their vulnerabilities. Such a defense would include a
mix of preparedness, deterrence, and responsiveness. Indeed, the perception
of threats is not universally the same, and neither is the assessment of threats.
Despite the actions taken by member nations, NATO, as an organization, is
obliged to draw up a concept detailing which bases should be involved within
the strategy of withstanding hybrid threats and organized crime. In my opinion,
the alliance should also adopt a new strategic concept that better reflects
views of the security threat posed by Russia (NATO’s current strategic concept
was adopted in 2010). In the experts’ of international law assessment remains
a matter of recalling the decisions of Article 5, and if it will be necessary to
make deeper changes in the Washington Treaty. In conclusion one can say that
effectiveness of withstanding threats is dependent on quickly developing and
implementing doctrinal documents, training people in them, and, first and
foremost, changing the mentality of military leaders.
Of course, while it was not NATO that caused the crisis in Ukraine, nobody
probably expected the Alliance to become militarily involved. Ukraine is not a
NATO member and nobody at all would like direct confrontation with Russia.
Secondly, the war was not explicitly declared, so officially Russia was not a
party involved in the conflict. Without a doubt, and in connection with the issue of the distortion of the international security environment, everyone expected NATO to take the plunge and place the hybrid threats coming from
Eastern Europe high on the agenda at the NATO summit in Wales. This did not
happen, and Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL) turned out to be a priority.
NATO is attempting to adapt to the new challenges posed by hybrid war and
organized crime, but, nevertheless, one can certainly say that these actions are
inadequate. There remains a lack of specific information in terms of the military
response. The problem could be partly solved by the joint development and
implementation of strategy with the EU, specifying which tasks NATO is responsible for. It is worth remembering that, for NATO, the most pressing threat
is the one posed by ISIL. For NATO, the challenge is to determine an appropriate ratio of resources and tools dedicated to the threats coming from the East
33
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and the threats coming from the South. NATO has to assess the structure of the
Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) as it should be flexible and capable
of adapting to a broad range of hybrid threats and organized crime. It should
include specialist units. New capabilities will also be required, including the
ability to combat organized crime, wage war in cyberspace, conduct psychological operations, to counteract propaganda, support local societies and more.
The key will be building situational awareness in the regions in which the missions are taking place, and this can be provided by intelligence and military reconnaissance.

European Union in the Face of Hybrid Threats
Russian aggression as seen in the annexation of Crimea presents a serious
challenge both for international organizations and international law. Russia deploys large-scale well-coordinated operations of a hybrid nature in a sophisticated manner, leading to destabilization and the breaching of the territorial integrity of Ukraine, which is still destabilizing the surrounding environment. The
EU has not issued an outright response to the events. One of the culprits for
this is the lack of a definition of hybrid warfare and an unambiguous understanding of the concept of its usage. Nevertheless, official EU documents do
mention the characteristics of this new phenomenon and explain the context of
its use. Similar to NATO, the EU points out the variety of the impact instruments applied. Hybrid warfare is described as centrally planned and directed,
hidden and open, aggression using military and non-military measures that include: intelligence operations, organized crime, cyberspace operations, and
economic pressure as well as the use of regular armed force. Using hybrid tactics, the attacking party tries to discredit and destabilize its adversary through
repression and subversion. It also uses a variety of forms of sabotage, destabilizing the functionalities of communication devices and devices that transport
energy. The aggressor can reach its goals by inspiring separatist groups or hiding aggression under the cover of humanitarian intervention. The element inherent to all hybrid campaigns is large-scale disinformation aimed at painting a
false picture of a situation in the eyes of society. All the above-mentioned undertakings are not accidental. They are used as part of a unified strategy targeted at reaching political impact or even domination over the state.34 The
most important aspect of hybrid war in the assessment of the EU is generating
ambiguity both within the society of the attacked state and within international
society. The aim of information impact is the masking of what is currently happening in order to lose the ability to recognize the border between war and
peace. Omnipresent ambiguities and a lack of explicit attributes on the part of
the aggressor can paralyze the mobilization of an effective reaction and defense because it is not clear who, in fact, stands behind the attack. What is
34
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more, ambiguities can divide the international community and, primarily, slow
down and limit the scope of reaction to aggression.35
The European Union states that hybrid threats and organized crime will undergo evolution along with the development of new technologies. It considers
that action should also be taken to protect sensitive elements of the security
system of a state. A psychological defense against hybrid warfare and organized crime lies in gathering complex reconnaissance of the effects that can result from hybrid warfare, and then building a system capable of withstanding
the threats. It seems to be true that a hybrid strike is designed and oriented to
attack the most vulnerable elements of a state. In the case of Ukraine, critically
vulnerable areas included: 36 1) Weak government, state institutions and
corruption; 2) Weak security structures and state defense; 3) Marginalization of
Russian-speaking populations; 4) Heavy dependency on the Russian gas and oil
supplies.
The defense system of Ukraine, similar to that of other EU member states,
was traditionally designed to defend against regular armed force perpetrating
state borders. It transpired that it did not meet the requirements laid down by
non-state actors conducting what could be termed proxy war. It proved the hypothesis that sensitive areas and areas crucial for the functioning of the state
are: the economy, the energy and fuel sector, critical infrastructure, the financial system, the communication system, and transport. In this regard, the securing of energy provision by supplying new energy from outside and diverting
its source will be particularly important for the EU. Recognizing one’s own
weaknesses constitutes the foundation upon which to build an effective security and defense system to protect against hybrid threats and organized
crime.37
In counteracting hybrid threats, one must consider the aggressor’s conviction in the consequences of its actions and the price it will have to pay for
them. A deterrent can be established in two ways: firstly, the consequences of
sanctions can be expressed by subversive operations and as a result can cause
large damage to the attacking party, with the outcome that an attack turns out
to be economically unviable. Secondly, the level of critical infrastructure can be
increased significantly and prepare society for the consequences of an unpredictable, negative event. There is a big area for improvement in searching the
methods of cooperation between the EU and NATO, and in preparing a complex set of tools for countering hybrid threats. Integrating the actions of these
organizations into common doctrine could become the fundamental pillar of
deterrence in the future.
In conclusion, it should be stated that the complexity of hybrid threats and
organized crime require a strategy based on which policy should be shaped and
35
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guidelines for taking inherent actions within the EU should be drawn up. The
conclusions drawn from the debate on hybrid threats must be reflected in a
new EU security strategy. If the EU and NATO common strategy for countering
hybrid threats fails to be developed, the EU strategy should be complementary
with the NATO strategy. The common strategy of countering hybrid threats is a
big chance for improving relations between the EU and NATO. It shall constitute the basis of the mutual support. With regard to counteracting hybrid
threats, EU common security and defense policy should form the basis for the
exchange of intelligence information, the development of new capabilities, including situational awareness, conducting training sessions and exercises. The
priority for the EU is establishing a cell collating information on hybrid threats.
It will play a key role in issuing warnings about threats and preparing a suitable
response. Communication strategy will be significant in underlining the message directed at the Russian Federation as well as in preparing responses to any
disinformation.

Conclusion
It seems unlikely that Russia’s armed forces will cross the NATO border, nevertheless, it should be expected that Russia will try to destabilize both NATO and
the EU with non-military operations. An effective response to hybrid operations
and organized crime will require coordinated actions on the part of both organizations. In order to provide this, it is essential to possess common doctrine
to counteract hybrid threats. NATO should play the role of leader in areas such
as preparing a military response, intelligence and deterrence and in emergency
intervention. It seems that, in a time of peace, the best deterrence is the permanent presence of NATO militaries on the territory of the nations most at
threat. The EU should take responsibility for counteracting organized crime in
cyberspace, energy and migration policy and propaganda. It is necessary to
seek out synergies for the integrated deployment of the instruments at the disposal of both organizations.
A substantial challenge for both organizations and member states, especially those most at threat, will be the reduction in sensitivity and vulnerability
to hybrid threats. Neither NATO nor the EU guarantee the absolute security of
member states in the face of hybrid threats and organized crime, but these organizations will surely help in building resistance to them. Particular countries
should develop and implement their own non-standard strategies for the national security which enable self-countering both the classic threats and hybrid
ones, as well as modifying their own defensive structures. Absolutely crucial
are the capabilities and provision of resources needed for their gathering. The
capabilities of countering hybrid threats should provide the opportunity for deterrence operations, preparation for defense and effective response in case
they occur.
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